Hill Country Chalk

Add warmth and beauty to your next project easily and economically with Lone Star Stone.
Lone Star Stone is more than the nation’s premier supplier of manufactured stone veneers. We’re the answer
to your architectural and engineering challenges, and the supplier that can make your next project – commercial or residential – simply spectacular.
Our products, which come in a large variety of styles and colors, are lightweight, affordable, easy to install
and maintenance-free. That’s why architects, developers and designers across the country demand Lone Star
Stone for their projects … and you should too. The beauty and durability of Lone Star Stone accentuates any
project, large or small, in any environment, inside or out.
When it comes to construction, Lone Star Stone is … the natural choice.

Chalk

Chalk is medium-sized stone that
combines chiseled looks with the
structured simplicity and raw beauty
of cut limestone. The strength and appeal of chalk lies in its versatility; working admirably in a variety of commercial and residential applications. It presents a perfect balance between symmetry
and motion. Whether the choice is the darker hues of Pocono or
the light, airy look of Brazos, the effect is the same: an earthy feel
of informal integrity.
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Ledge

This medium-sized parallel stone is suitable both for expansive walls, indoor and out, and stylish fireplaces that can make an entire room or an
entire house. The considerable popularity of Ledgestone lies in its rugged yet civilized qualities. Ledgestone connects us to a time of simplicity
but is simultaneously able to bridge the gap to modern life. Extreme variations in stone size, thickness and texture create a strong dimensional contrast that captures both natural light and shadow,
creating its own earthy show.
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Drystack

The perfect choice for groutless application, this medium-sized distinctive Drystack is quickly becoming our
of our most popular styles.
Drystack combines the rugged charm of Ledgestone with a panel
system that greatly simplifies the installation process. Drystack is
a great option for a host of architectural projects.
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Castlestone

While reminiscent of ancient English castles, our
Castlestone combines a strength that remains true
to our contemporary American lives. Castlestone
is what many people think about when they try to
recall a magnificent stone building of the Old Country. Its symmetry and order conjure up
history, and because of that it moves us. Castlestone is available in three distinctive colors and
adds flair to both residential and commercial projects.
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Chisel

Crisp textures and deep shadowing
give this beautiful stone its distinctive look. Chisel is the perfect balance of both function and beauty,
providing any surface with depth and dimension that’s both rustic
and elegant. Chisel is right for areas where people work and play,
inside or out.
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Fieldstone

The hearty feel and irregular presentation of
Fieldstone make it at home
in any atmosphere, be it in
the city, the mountains or the countryside. The beautifully rugged
patterns and rich textures are its trademarks and give any surface
the look of strength and stability while maintaining and conveying
warmth and comfort. Fieldstone is a classic, and for good reason.
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River Rock

Fashioned after the rugged beauty and non-stop
motion of Rocky Mountain rivers, this easy to install and unpretentious stone is the perfect option
for creating a relaxed, inviting atmosphere. Much
like a mountain stream in the spring, it calls to us and calms us. There is something about
River Rock that suggests unique American boldness.
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Thin Brick

Lightweight, durable and robust in its texture and
presentation, Brick leaves a lasting impression when
style is important and perfection is required. Brick
offers a colorful alternative for any innovative design: residential or commercial, indoors or out. Brick is a way of achieving an old look in a very
modern, easy way.
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Accessories

Lone Star Stone arms you with a wide-range of accessories to
ensure you can add the perfect finishing touch to your masterpiece. From Hearthstones to Watertables you’ll have exactly
what you need to pull the entire project together.
Hearthstones are available in two sizes 18”X 20” or 12” X 20”
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Trimstones: 6”X 8”

Keystones: 9.5” top width X 11.5”high X 5” bottom
width

Headerstones 8” X 18

Watertables: 16”width X 3” depth X 2.5”height with
slope to 1.75” on front

PO Box 2125 Whitney, Texas 76692
Phone: 254.694.6613 Fax: 254.694.0815
Toll Free: 888.377.8663
www.lonestarstone.com
Lone Star Stone profiles have variations in texture and color, as they are designed to reflect the natural
characteristics found in stone. Though we strive to represent the colors in this brochure as accurately
as possible, photographic, lighting conditions, and printing methods can alter perception of color. For
better accuracey we recommend veiwing a sample at your local Lone Star Stone distributor.

